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Introduced for the model year as the successor of the Ford Bronco , the Expedition was the first
full-size Ford SUV sold with a four-door body. For its entire production life, the Ford Expedition
has been derived from the corresponding generation of the Ford F in production, sharing some
body and mechanical components. The fourth-generation Ford Expedition [1] began production
for the model year. The Expedition offered up to nine-passenger seating in model years before
with a front bench seat option in the first row ; â€”present model year Expeditions have bucket
seats in the first row and seats eight passengers. It is similar to the Lincoln Navigator ,
especially in Limited â€”present or King Ranch â€”; â€”present high-end trims; both of which
were introduced for the model year. A modified Special Service Vehicle version is available for
law enforcement agencies , fire departments , and emergency medical services. The Ford
Expedition is also known for being one of the longest-lasting vehicles on the road. The
Expedition was also the last Ford vehicle to retain its older design found in the early to mid s.
Meaning, all the way up to , it kept its triangular-styled taillamps and rounded-rectangular
shaped headlamps along with the overall boxy shape of the body. Initial planning began in
parallel to PN96 F-Series development, prior to the UN93 program fully being approved in The
all-new full-size SUV was unveiled on May 9, and launched on October 2, as a model. The XLT
was the base model. The Expedition featured optional three row seating, first row captains chair
seating, available second row captains chair seating, leather seating surfaces, illuminated
running boards, heated side view mirrors, power moon roof , dual zone climate control and
Ford's Mach audio sound system with rear subwoofer. Many of these features were standard on
the Eddie Bauer version. Expedition was available with automatic full-time ControlTrac
four-wheel drive with two-speed dual range BorgWarner transfer case and a center multi-disc
differential. Two High mode and Auto mode with auto-lock was not available. Optional
equipment included off-road under-body skid-plate protection, Traction-Lok rear limited-slip
differential , and a heavy-duty trailer towing package. Optional was an electronically controlled
pneumatic air suspension system that would raise and lower the vehicle depending on road and
load conditions. The system also included a kneel-down mode for easier ingress and egress, as
well as loading cargo, [13]. Standard was the 4. A two air bag supplementary restraint system
SRS with 2-way occupant protection was standard. The air bags would adjust deployment force
depending on crash severity. Features included SecuriLock with smart key and engine
immobilizer , security approach lamps, four-wheel anti-lock braking system ABS , side-intrusion
door beams, post-crash fuel pump shut-off and three-point safety belts for all rows of seating
with tension and locking retractors. An optional four air bag SRS with 4-way occupant
protection was available for the â€” model years. This included seat-mounted side torso side air
bags. The model introduced a BeltMinder system to detect when the driver did not have their
safety belt secured. No major cosmetic or mechanical changes. A new exterior color was added:
Wedgewood Blue. Limited availability for 4. This limited run was available only for Ultimate Tow
Package. The model year received a facelift similar to that of the model year Ford F Included in
the update was a new front grille which now dropped lower in the center, grille work, as well as
a new front bumper that incorporated the fog lamps into the lower valance and larger center air
intake. Both the 4. The dashboard also received an updated radio and air conditioning controls
and revised Gauge Cluster and a Digital Odometer for the first time. Available features on
models included a hidden radio antenna integrated into the rear quarter panel window glass ,
Gentex auto dimming electrochromatic rearview mirrors, lane departure indicators on side view
mirrors before on the glass portion of the mirror. The lower front bumper valance and
illuminated running boards were changed over to Arizona beige to complement the standard
Arizona beige exterior body trim on Eddie Bauer models. New trim packages included the XLT
model. XLT versions could be optioned with the XLT No Boundaries package that included
monochromatic black paintwork with chrome grille and special alloy wheels. Eddie Bauer
versions could be optioned with the Eddie Bauer Premier package that included either
monochromatic Arizona beige or solid black paintwork with painted alloy wheels and upgraded
leather seating. A reverse sensing system was made optional. Last year model for the UN The
redesigned second-generation Expedition was developed under the U program code name from
to , under Ford chief vehicle engineer Steve von Foerster and chief program engineer John
Krafcik from to UNbody mules were spotted testing in , with full prototypes running from late It
was launched in May for the model year [6] and featured a new four-wheel independent
long-travel suspension system, becoming the first full-size sport utility vehicle to use a fully
independent suspension. The new independent rear suspension IRS was perceived as being
controversial by some at the time of its introduction. Nevertheless, underbody obstacle
clearance improved by half an inch, and up to two inches under the axle differentials.
Expedition also gained a hydroformed fully boxed frame providing a 70 percent improvement in
torsional stiffness. Heavy Towing versions received a heavy duty 9. Along with the high towing

capability came all-new steering, braking and electronic systems to help the Expedition better
control and maneuver long heavy trailers. Adaptive variable assist power rack-and-pinion
steering was introduced along with the largest brake rotors in the segment at that time The
four-speed 4R70W automatic transmission received all-new control software to allow the
transmission to automatically adjust to the demands of towing, using new computer logic that
recognizes changes in load and road conditions. The automatic full-time ControlTrac four-wheel
drive system remained available, with an uprated two-speed dual range BorgWarner transfer
case. The new transfer case featured an updated intelligent locking center multi-disc differential
with front-to-rear " torque biasing " capability in Auto mode. A new dedicated microprocessor
with new control software was added allowing the system to detect different terrain and surface
conditions to predict traction loss before it happens. Two High mode was also reintroduced.
Four-wheel electronic traction control was now available as an option, and simulated front and
rear differential locks. The V8 engines offered on the previous generation were carried over, but
not without major changes and improvements. The 5. The new engine block helped reduce
engine vibration and unwanted noise while providing refined performance. Both engines
featured piston skirts coated with a teflon -based friction-reducing material, and fitted with
low-tension, low oil consumption rings. In addition, a new fail-safe cooling mode provided
protection even in the case of a catastrophic coolant loss such as a punctured radiator. In the
event of coolant loss, the engine control unit shuts off fuel to alternate cylinders to reduce the
risk of engine damage from overheating. The valves continue to operate, in order to pump
cooling air through the cylinders. A returnless fuel supply system helped to reduce evaporative
emissions by providing consistent pressure to the fuel injectors through a high-pressure pump.
New active hydraulic engine mounts were introduced to prevent the powertrain from inducing
vibrations into the chassis. By optimizing these engine mounts, the engine block can act as a
mass damper, absorbing chassis resonance, improving ride comfort. Expedition's passenger
cabin was better sealed than before, in an effort to eliminate intrusive outside noise from
reaching the occupants. Wind, powertrain, road and vehicle body noise was reduced by
improving interior acoustics through new damping materials, a total of 10 shear-style isolating
body mounts, heavier sealing of body and panels, redesigned rubber door seals, and extensive
use of interior structural acoustic foam in the upper B-pillars, upper and lower D-pillars and
floor pan. Road noise was reduced by 2 decibels , body air leakage reduced by 56 percent,
chances for sealant noise disturbances reduced from 15 percent to less than 0. The Expedition
also received a thorough exterior and interior cosmetic redesign. Expedition featured an all-new
front fascia, grille work, headlamps, body trim, rear fascia, tail lamps and liftgate. Interior fit and
finish were improved with an all-new interior featuring new dash, door panels, genuine
aluminium trim, and plush carpeting. Expedition FX4 models featured all of Expedition's
optional off-road equipment as standard equipment. Expedition's drag coefficient was 0.
Three-row seating was standard with all-new manual fold-flat stow away third row seats. No
longer did owners have to remove the third rows seats for more storage. The third row could
simply "disappear" into the floor. Power assisted PowerFold fold-flat third row seating was
available as an optional extra. Like the generation before, a 2 air bag supplementary restraint
system SRS with 2-way occupant protection was standard on Expedition. PSS would tailor air
bag deployment for driver and first passenger and included occupant classification, seat
position, crash severity, safety belt pretensioner, load-limiting retractor and safety belt buckle
usage sensors. A new optional 4 air bag supplementary restraint system SRS with 6-way
occupant protection was also available. This new air bag system included SafetyCanopy dual
side curtain air bags for head, upper torso and rollover protection. SafetyCanopy would deploy
along the A, B and C-pillars down to the vehicle's beltline. SafetyCanopy could remain inflated
after deployment for extended protection and replaced the dual front side airbags featured on
the first-generation Expedition. Other features included side-intrusion door beams, security
approach lamps, SecuriLock with smart key and engine immobilizer, BeltMinder, three-point
safety belts for all rows of seating, post-crash fuel pump shut-off, tire pressure monitoring
system TPMS and four-wheel, four-sensor, four-channel anti-lock braking system ABS with
electronic brakeforce distribution EBD and emergency brake assist EBA. AdvanceTrac
electronic stability control with traction control system was introduced as an optional extra. The
electronic traction and stability mitigation system would expand to include roll stability control
RSC for the model year. Before the model year ended, Ford updated the running boards on
Expeditions equipped with the Eddie Bauer trim. Earlier in the model year, Eddie Bauer models
had received standard black running boards. Toward the end of the model year, Arizona beige
running boards were reintroduced to complement the Arizona beige body work which came
standard on Eddie Bauer. Body colored running boards had previously been offered on the
first-generation Expedition from to The Expedition Eddie Bauer Premier model is reintroduced

after being absent from the model trim line-up. Monochromatic paint work with blacked-out
headlamps and special alloy wheels were standard on Eddie Bauer Premier versions.
Expedition received new roof rails which replaced the traditional sliding cross-bar roof racks. A
new high end Limited trim level replaced the Eddie Bauer Premier model though the regular
Eddie Bauer was still available and featured chrome accented roof rails, chrome-clad aluminium
wheels, PowerFold power assisted stowable side view mirrors and chrome tipped exhaust. An
upper high end King Ranch trim level with Castano leather seating was also introduced. The
base 4. Along with the model V8 engine update, the Expedition also received a significantly
updated version of the four-speed 4R70W automatic transmission. The new four-speed
automatic transmission, now called 4R75E, featured fully electronic Smart Shift technology. A
turbine speed sensor improved transmission control and provided the basis for the fully
electronic shift scheduling. The transmission's microprocessor speeds were improved for
better responsiveness and precision of the control system. The transmission was continuously
learning, and would calculate the torque in the next gear and schedule shift points based on the
Expedition's projected performance in the next gear. For model Expeditions, the 4R75E
transmission is designated by the letter " Q ". Last year model for the U The Gentex auto
dimming rear view mirrors were updated. Two new exterior colors were added later on within
the model year. They were Pewter metallic and Dark Copper metallic. Medium Flint grey interior
was also added to Limited models later on within the model year. Chrome tipped exhaust was
made standard on King Ranch models. The ultrasonic rear park assist and SafetyCanopy side
curtain airbags were offered as standalone options. Adjustable headrests were also added to
the front seats to replace the one piece units. On April 12, , three second-generation full-size
Ford Expedition Eddie Bauer vehicles completed a day overland expedition. The route took
them on permafrost and crossed the Arctic Circle twice. The vehicles were modified with front
end guards along with front and rear utility bumpers, winches, safari roof racks, high-powered
off-road lights and extra underbody plating for the engines. Two of the vehicles towed a dual
axle utility trailer. Two were equipped also with caterpillar track systems supplied by Mattracks.
The rubber track systems were only used when off-road conditions became too demanding for
conventional tires. The rear stabilizer bar failed on both vehicles fitted with the Mattracks
system. The vehicles were also equipped with gas stoves to prepare food and high-capacity
auxiliary fuel tanks mounted in the rear cargo bay and sometimes run on poor-quality gasoline.
In Ford introduced the third generation of the Expedition developed under the U program code
name which was an updated version of the second generation Expedition. Most of the
improvements were mechanical in nature, and included a sheet metal refresh and redesigned
interior with upgraded materials, as well as a new long wheelbase version, called Expedition EL
in the U. The high-strength hydroformed fully boxed Ford T platform chassis was a modified
version of the half-ton Ford P2 platform from the Ford F The new T1 platform replaced the old U
platform, and provides 10 percent more torsional rigidity than the U platform. T1 incorporates a
four-wheel independent long-travel suspension system first introduced on the second
generation with redesigned suspension geometry and an all-new five-link rear suspension with
new rear lower control-arms. As with previous model years, the suspension system could be
had with adaptive pneumatic air-ride springs. Ford's new 6-speed 6R75 intelligent automatic
transmission with dual overdrive gears was introduced. The transmission featured push-button
overdrive lock-out, electronic shift scheduling, adaptive shift algorithms and a mechatronic
transmission control module TCM that would save adaptive shift data in keep alive memory
KAM. This safeguarded against complete data loss in case of a power failure such as
disconnecting the battery. In the event of a power failure, the mechatronic unit would simply
read the last saved data entry from the system's memory, thus, the transmission did not have to
completely relearn] the owner's driving style. Additionally, the Expedition is powered by the
same 5. Underbody overall ground clearance is 9. Selectable automatic full-time Control Trac
four-wheel drive continues to be offered, and uses a two-speed dual range BorgWarner transfer
case with intelligent locking center multi-disc differential and "torque biasing" capability.
Four-wheel electronic traction control is standard and off-road underbody skid plate armor is
optional. A new default off-road program with throttle response recalibration was added, and is
automatically activated when Four Low lock mode is selected. Expedition can achieve an
off-road crawl ratio of Expedition's front end now featured Ford's signature three "hollow-bar"
grille to complement the SUV's truck close relation to the F and Super Duty pickups. New
complex stepped style multifaceted headlamps, side view mirrors with updated LED lane
departure indicators, sleeker body work and redesigned tail lamps were also added. The interior
received a new dash, which would eventually appear on the Super Duty, new center console,
and redesigned first row captains chairs, door panels and interior trim. To further reduce
outside noise intrusion for quieter, more isolated ride comfort, new SoundScreen laminated

acoustic and solar tinted windshield [41] was added with thicker laminated side window glass.
The third generation Expedition went on sale in August Expedition King Ranch was also
reintroduced after being absent from the model year trim line-up. In July , Ford's Wayne,
Michigan plant started production of the models until finishing the plants run in December of
that same year. That plant used to build the Ford Excursion until Expedition's 6-speed 6R75
automatic was replaced by an improved version, the 6-speed 6R80 automatic. The system also
reduces the transmission's tendency to "hunt" for the right gear s and provides engine braking
when descending hills. The nine-passenger front bench seating option has been discontinued
for the model year, leaving only the eight-passenger seating option left with two front bucket
seats and two rear bench seats. The chrome "Expedition" nameplate badge on the rear liftgate
remains. The rearview camera system is now integrated to show the video feed through the
navigation screen instead for the rearview mirror, however, the rearview mirror is still used to
show images on Expeditions not equipped with the navigation system. The steering wheel also
has a tilt feature and radio controls, including Ford SYNC buttons, allowing the driver to press
the button and use voice commands to activate the system, which became standard on Eddie
Bauer, Limited, and King Ranch. For accessory purposes, a HD radio can be installed upon
request at a Ford dealership in the United States. New for were standard heated second row
outboard seats on the Limited and King Ranch models only with either the second row bench
seat or the optional bucket seats. It has also announced that the models will now feature Ford's
MyKey and trailer sway control as a standard on all trims. HD Radio became a standard on all
trims, and a dual DVD system that placed at the headrest area became an optional feature.
Another change that was made was in the entry-level trim department, with the Expedition
offering the newly designated standard XL entry level with lower black cladding, while the XLT
level trim was upgraded along with a new XLT Premium trim with gold cladding, replacing the
Eddie Bauer level trim. Both Limited and King Ranch trims receive new paint and interior trim.
The limited trim also has a chrome grille for a change. The second row heated seats option was
added to XLT Premium and the front park assists became a standard feature on the Limited and
King Ranch trims. Updates made to the models which went on sale in August included the
TowCommand trailer brake controller system that is bundled with the heavy-duty trailer towing
package, a new internal shift control module which allows the six-speed automatic transmission
to tailor shifts to engine demand, 10 equipment levels, three new colors Blue Jeans Metallic,
Kodiak Brown Metallic and Ruby Red Metallic Tinted Clearcoat , and a new inch chrome-clad
aluminum wheels that was available on both the Limited and King Ranch trims. The latter trim
also featured chrome roof racks and side mirrors. Another notable change can be found on the
driver's instrumental panel, with the temperature and fuel gauge trading sides. No major
cosmetic changes. A new, quieter, mechanical Nivomat adaptive hydraulic load-leveling
suspension system is available, in place of the adaptive pneumatic air-ride load-leveling
suspension. Ford announced that the three level trims, XLT, Limited, and King Ranch, will
continue to be offered along with a new top of the line Platinum trim. Official photos released on
February 18, revealed an all-new aggressive armadillo -like three-bar grille, which features
step-stacked bars that evoke the appearance of stepped armor-plating on an armadillo's back.
All-new thinner headlamps were added, in addition to an all-new front bumper with oversized
lower air intake. The new bumper also features a lower chrome bar and twin LED fog lamps that
flank the chrome bar. Brightwork was added on the rear liftgate; and the tailpipe was
repositioned straight, instead of making a 90 degree turn behind the right rear wheel. Expedition
remained a body-on-frame BOF , allowing the SUV to retain its heavy-duty truck underpinnings
for towing and hauling needs. Expedition also features a new electric power servo-assisted
steering and Pull-Drift Compensation PDC which detects crosswinds and compensates for it.
The interior remained similar to the outgoing models, but with upgraded materials and a revised
prominent center stack, now derived from the F rather than the Super Duty. Also new is the
latest version of the 8-inch MyFord Touch touchscreen infotainment and telematics system.
Push-to-start engine ignition with intelligent access was added and the four-wheel drive mode
selector for models with 4x4 was revised and repositioned. The TowCommand paddle controls
were repositioned over the four-wheel drive mode selector, to make way for revised audio and
climate controls on the center stack. The new features for included an optional, revised
four-wheel independent suspension system with intelligent continuously-controlled damping
CCD system that alters suspension settings constantly based on 46 parameters and offers
comfort, normal, and sport modes. Expedition is the first Ford vehicle in North America to have
continuously-controlled damping. Other new optional features includes blind-spot information
system BLIS with cross-traffic alert, and a rearview camera and apps for the infotainment
system to help with towing and off-road driving, all of which is standard in the Platinum trim,
whose seating and interior features include Brunello leather, a red wine color with tuxedo-stripe

accents and French seamed stitching, or black leather with Agate Gray accents. The four-wheel
electronic traction control system brake differential locking control was recalibrated to take into
account the new EcoBoost V6's higher torque output and earlier torque delivery. Expedition has
a near perfect front:rear balanced weight distribution and center of gravity positioned at
Expedition Platinum averaged For the model year, most of the features that were introduced
from were carried over. The vehicles arrived at dealerships in November The all-new Expedition
features body-on-frame BOF architecture with high-strength lightweight material construction
consisting of boron steel and aluminum. The U will move to the all-new half-ton hydroformed T3
platform chassis , which is a modified version of the half-ton platform underpinning the P Ford
F The T3 platform will use a new four-wheel independent suspension system design. Updated
powertrain systems engines and transmissions including a Hybrid variant with proprietary
parallel hybrid electric-drive system to help increase fuel efficiency are expected. The CAN-3
electrical architecture is akin to a human nervous system and allows the Expedition's various
on-board microprocessors and electronic vehicle control systems to communicate or "talk" to
one another through electronic data that is sent and received. With high speed CAN-3, the
Expedition can learn and react faster than before. The Expedition is available with selectable
automatic full-time four-wheel drive that routes torque through a two-speed dual range transfer
case with electronic locking center multi-disc differential. A new electronic locking rear
differential is available to augment the 4x4 system. Both the center and rear locking systems are
teamed with four-wheel electronic traction control ETC , which simulates a locking front
differential by ABS "brake locking" the front differential. The four-wheel drive system has three
direct drive modes which include 2H, 4A, and 4L. The 4H mode has been dropped from the
selection, as the Terrain Management computer now controls the electronic center lock of the
four-wheel drive system. The 4L direct drive mode engages the electronic center lock
regardless of the off-road drive mode selected. Off-road geometry figures for approach,
departure, and ramp breakover, improve slightly with Minimum running lowest point ground
clearance increases by a full inch, from 8. The driver directs the system via a control dial, while
the Expedition handles all steering and limits reversing speed. Among the new features that
have been incorporated into the fourth generation Expedition are a degree camera and park
assist system, along with optional safety features that use both camera and radar technology,
and include automatic braking, lane-keep assist, active cruise control, and blind-spot monitors.
Ford has also partnered with Sling on a twin-screen rear entertainment system, as well as
personal tablets on the vehicle's Wi-Fi. A dual vista panoramic sunroof is available as an
optional feature. The Expedition was only available in four trim levels, as the King Ranch trim
was discontinued after the model year. The three primary trims, XLT, Limited, and the
top-of-the-line Platinum, were available to regular customers, while the fourth trim, XL, was
exclusive to rental companies, corporate fleets, and government agencies, as it did not have as
many features as the other three trims. The Expedition has an available Driver Assistance
Package that equips the vehicle with smart driver-assist technology, including pre-collision
assist with pedestrian detection and forward collision warning, lane-keeping assist, adaptive
cruise control, auto high-beam headlamps, and rain-sensing wipers. A key difference from is
that a surround-sound premium audio system and rear seat entertainment system are no longer
available as an option for XLT models, and that push-button start, and a power-folding third-row
seat are now standard equipment this feature was optional on the XLT. A trailer towing package,
leather-trimmed seating surfaces, heated front and rear seats, SYNC 3 infotainment system with
optional GPS navigation, a power panoramic moonroof, heated and ventilated front bucket
seats, the FX4 Off-Road Package 4X4 models only , twenty-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, and
other comfort and convenience features are optional. The key difference is the transmission and
engine are changed slightly for better durability in high idling and high speed environments as
the SSV is designed for police use. The Limited key features include in-vehicle wi-fi with
available SYNC Connect, a hands-free foot-activated lift gate, and standard inch ultra bright
machined aluminum wheels with dark tarnish painted pockets. The Limited also has a A heavy
duty engine radiator and two-speed automatic four-wheel-drive with neutral towing capability
are optional. The Limited has the equivalent power and handling features of the XLT, though it
comes with standard all-season tires. The standard power and handling features include a
two-wheel rear-wheel drivetrain, multilink independent rear suspension, Electronic Power Assist
EPAS rack and pinion steering, AdvanceTrac with stability control, which is designed to provide
stability and traction by reducing the chance of spinning the drive wheel, trailer sway control,
traction control, and a non-limited-slip 3. A Terrain Management System and hill start assist and
hill descent control is available for 4x4 models. Optional features on the Limited include a
Control Trac four-wheel-drive system, a non-limited-slip 3. The cabin has perforated,
leather-trimmed, heated and ventilated bucket front seats, heated second-row outboard seats,

second-row power folding tip and slide seats, power folding and reclining third-row seats, and
third-row power-folding headrests. Second-row power folding tip and slide bucket seats are
optional. The Limited has six smart-charging multimedia USB ports, with two in each row, and a
wireless charging hub on the center console. The cabin also features 15 cupholders, analog
RPM and speed gauges with digital minor gauges, and an 8-inch center display. The cabin has
an illuminated entry system and ambient lighting, with map lights mounted over the front
overhead console, dome lights on the second and third rows, and a rear cargo area light.
Push-button start systems with intelligent access, a remote start system, and a Blind Spot
Information System BLIS with cross-traffic alert and trailer tow monitoring are also standard.
Optional interior features include an advanced cargo manager, an enhanced active park assist
system, a lane-keeping system, pre-collision assist with pedestrian detection, Pro Trailer
Backup Assist, and adaptive cruise control. Each has a unique color with magnetic-painted
polished stainless steel accents. Among the other exterior standard features are intermittent
front and rear wipers, a windshield wiper de-icer, a rear window defroster and washer, halogen
fog lamps, quad-beam reflector headlamps, a halogen projector-beam, incandescent tail-lamps,
a hands-free foot-activated liftgate and manual liftglass, a Center High-Mounted Stop Lamp
CHMSL , configurable daytime running lamps, roof-rack side rails, a chrome grille with Magnetic
painted accents, and a Class IV trailer hitch receiver. A capless fuel filler is also standard. Rain
sensing front wipers, roof rail crossbars, LED daytime running lamps and headlamps, magnetic
grille and mirror caps, and front tow hooks are optional. The Expedition Limited has power
adjustable heated mirrors with memory capability, security approach lamps, integrated blind
spot mirrors, a solar-tinted windshield and front door windows, and second and third-row
privacy glass, and lower bodyside cladding and wheel lip moldings. A panoramic vista roof is
optional. The Expedition Limited has the standard safety features of all Expedition Trims with an
additional optional degree split-view camera. Security systems include SecuriLock passive
anti-theft system, a remote keyless entry system, a perimeter alarm, a personal safety system,
SecuriCode keyless entry keypad, MyKey, and inclination and intrusion sensors. The flagship
Ford Expedition Platinum will be more upscale and move further upmarket, with high-end
interior fit-and-finish and luxury interior and exterior appointments. In addition, the exterior will
feature "platinum" satin-finished lower front and rear bumper skid plates, roof rails, side mirror
crowns, and liftgate accents, along with polished stainless steel power
deployable-and-retractable running boards, polished alloy wheels, chrome brightwork, and
platinum satin-finished mesh grillwork. Expedition Platinums will also feature a specific
performance tuned version of the 3. The King Ranch trim returned for the model year, slotted
between the Limited and Platinum trim. As with the previous versions, the King Ranch logo will
be prominent on all three rows of seats, the floor mats, and the scuff plates, Stone Gray trim on
bumpers, power running boards, roof rails, standard Del Rio leather on all seats, door trim,
armrests, steering wheel, and center console, and roll on machined aluminum wheels with
darker painted pockets. Among the detailed features are patented electronic locking limited-slip
rear differential, Off-road-tuned shocks, All-terrain tires, Seven different skid plates that serve
as underbody armor and protect critical areas, Unique inch Magnetic Metallic-painted
cast-aluminum wheels, Chrome running boards, FX4 badging on the liftgate and front fender,
and New rubber floor liners. It is only available in standard length, not the Max. There were no
major changes, as it carried some of the features over to the model year. Two new colors, silver
spruce and black agate, was added to the list of palettes. The King Ranch level trim was bought
back for the model year, placing it above the Platinum trim. The desert gold color feature was
introduced with this model year, but is being discontinued due to lack of interest from
customers. The Expedition's die-cast aluminum 3. It's backed up by a gasoline direct injection
fuel delivery system with a single, stainless steel exhaust. The drive ratio is 3. The engine's
compression ratio is Originally intended to carry the Ford Everest name, Ford product planners
changed their minds, as the nameplate was already in use for a midsize Ford SUV in Asia. For
the model year , Ford introduced the extended-length Expedition EL. With a wheelbase
stretched 12 inches to inches and a length increased The extended-length body of the EL is
distinguished by its longer cargo-area windows and its rear door design the rear wheels no
longer intrude into the lower half of the doors. Alongside the standard-length Ford Expedition,
the EL was offered with a single powertrain; the 5. The EL is also sold with both rear-wheel and
four-wheel drive configurations. Over its first-generation, the EL shared its features with the
standard-length Expedition; for model, a cargo organizer became an exclusive feature. After , all
versions of the XL trim were dropped. For its second generation, the Expedition EL became
known as the Expedition Max now stylized with all capitals as MAX along with the rest of the
world. It debuted in November for the model year. Like the standard size Expedition, this was
also unveiled ahead of the Chicago Auto Show and carried the same features and the three

featured trims, XLT, Limited, and Platinum. It also expanded its length size by one inch to allow
more space and legroom in the third seat row. Although the rear passenger doors were
widened, the aft wheel well trim still doesn't cut into them. Like the standard length Expedition,
the extended length Expedition Max also retained its standard eight passenger seating on all
trims like before. With the introduction of the fourth generation Expedition, Ford will make the
SUV available to North America in the Fall of first, followed by a global launch in early , where it
will go on sale in selected countries. With the introduction of the Expedition Max for the model
year as the successor to the first generation Expedition EL, Ford made the vehicle available
globally, with North America in late and selected countries in early Selectable automatic
full-time Control Trac four-wheel drive designed by BorgWarner is standard on all 4x4
Expeditions. Each mode can be selected via a rotary control dial on the dash. The Expedition's
system uses a two-speed dual range BorgWarner transfer case with a software controlled
variable intelligent locking center multi-disc differential. The four-wheel drive system does not
use a planetary or bevel geared center differential, which are typically found in permanent
four-wheel drive systems where torque is supplied to all four wheels. Steel plates are placed
over vital areas with a composite shield for the fuel tank. Expedition 4x4s are tested alongside
the F and Super Duty trucks at Ford's California and Arizona proving grounds. Expedition is put
through the same durability tests and evaluations to meet the same durability standards as its
pickup truck brethren. Rear-wheel drive or all-wheel drive have conventional open-type
differentials with a choice of axle ratios. Traction control systems, both mechanical and
electronic, are optional. The clutch packs inside the LSD tend to be weak, will wear over time,
gradually losing their ability to transfer torque, and LSD will function like an open-type
differential. The AdvanceTrac electronic stability control for the model year. The Traction-Lok
option was dropped after the model year, but a limited slip differential was reintroduced during
the model year. AdvanceTrac electronic stability control was introduced for the model year as
an optional extra on the second generation Ford Expedition U Bundled with the electronic
stability control system is four-wheel electronic traction control functions at all wheels for
Expeditions with four-wheel drive. AdvanceTrac was made standard equipment on all third
generation Expeditions U The traction control system uses four-wheel, four-sensor,
four-channel anti-lock braking system ABS to apply and release the disc brakes on the drive
wheel that has lost traction. The ABS clamps down on the slipping drive wheel or wheels,
"brake locking" the differential, which can transfer up to percent of supplied torque to the
opposing drive wheel with better traction. By ABS "brake locking" both the front and rear
differentials, the traction control system can simulate front and rear differential locks. The
system works even if two of its drive wheels one front, one rear are completely off the ground.
Using the ABS brakes rather than mechanical limited-slip or locking devices inside the axle
differentials gives quicker response, more seamless performance, and enhanced durability.
Buttons to control the 4x4 system are arranged around the central Terrain Management dial.
The system is similar to the one found in the â€”present Explorer, however the Explorer's
system is more simplified. Moreover, the Explorer's Terrain Management System has 4 four
drive modes, while the Expedition has 7 seven drive modes, not including the 3 three 4x4
system direct drive modes. Depending on the mode selected, Terrain Management will control,
adjust, and fine tune the engine, transmission , center multi-disc differential lock, throttle
response, four-wheel electronic traction control and electronic stability control ESC to adapt the
SUV for optimal performance on the corresponding terrain. New competitors included the
Dodge Durango which was discontinued in , but reintroduced as a crossover in , Nissan Armada
, and Toyota Sequoia. Product research conducted by Ford indicated that 92 percent of
Expedition owners use the SUV for vacations. Some 60 percent use it to transport outdoor
sports equipment, while 40 percent of Expedition owners use the vehicle for towing. The list of
towing features is also ever growing. Towing features common to all generations of the
Expedition include: smallest possible turning radius for increased trailer maneuverability, large
side view mirrors to improve rearward visibility, rearward-facing lane departure indicators which
are helpful to other motorist when the Expedition is towing a long trailer providing added visual
safety, heavy-duty flashers, [] heavy-duty large disc brakes to withstand prolonged braking
while towing, and an available heavy-duty trailer towing package which includes necessary
additions for heavy-duty towing. As of the model year, the Expedition received trailer sway
control TSC as standard equipment. TSC detects trailer oscillations and corrects it via
asymmetrical ABS braking and reducing engine power until the Expedition and its trailer are
both back under control. Expeditions equipped with the heavy-duty trailer towing package are
prepped and readied, at the factory , for towing. For model years prior to , these Expeditions are
prewired for later installation of an aftermarket electronic trailer brake controller. The brake
controller wiring harness is located under the dash on the driver's side. The trailer brake

controller is fully integrated into the Expedition's four-wheel, four-sensor, four-channel anti-lock
braking system ABS , and trailer sway control TSC. Expeditions were offered with an adaptive
pneumatic air-ride suspension system with self leveling, payload leveling and trailer load
leveling capability from to For the model year, a Nivomat adaptive hydraulic suspension system
with self leveling, payload leveling and trailer load leveling replaced the pneumatic system. Both
systems can automatically detect when a heavy trailer is coupled, such as a travel trailer , and
level the load. Additional ride-height sensors placed on the left and right sides of the SUV also
monitor and compensate for any listing caused by improper cargo loading. This keeps the
Expedition running straight and level while towing, and at night helps to keep the Expedition's
headlamps from blinding oncoming traffic. To compete with large police SUVs that are sold by
other automobile companies, primarily the Chevrolet Suburban , Ford has made a special
version of the Expedition available to law enforcement agencies , fire departments , and EMS
agencies. The only differences between the standard Expedition and the Special Service Vehicle
Expedition are provisions for emergency services related equipment such as radios , lightbars ,
and sirens. With the fourth generation Expedition â€”present debuting in , Ford announced that
the standard size version will be sold to government agencies and law enforcement, available in
the lower based XL trim only. In , Ford Motor Company teamed up with rapper and New York
City radio personality Funkmaster Flex in a multi-year partnership to create a series of special
edition Ford vehicles and advertise the Ford brand. One of those creations was a Ford
Expedition bearing the rapper's name. This limited production Expedition featured a special
Colorado Red and black two-tone paint job with orange pinstriping, 20 inch chrome wheels, 3D
Carbon body kit, Funkmaster Flex badging and a custom black and Colorado Red leather
interior on top of Expedition Limited standard equipment. The FMF Expedition went on sale in
the fall of and production was limited to units total. The Expedition also ranked first among
large SUVs with a score of 9. News and World Report. The Expedition was runner-up. The
Expeditions were recalled in April over a front passenger safety belt sensor defect, which may
malfunction and can lead to a misclassification of the size and weight of the occupant for the
restraint system. In some circumstances, this malfunction may not be detected, and the airbag
light may not illuminate, leading to injuries if it failed to deploy. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. December Learn how and when to remove this template message. January 21,
December 28, Retrieved Automotive News. Crain Communications. Retrieved 8 February
Orlando Sentinel. Detroit Free Press. Car and Truck Sales". The Auto Channel. Ford Motor
Company. The Car Connection. Archived from the original on Consumer Guide. Orange County
Register. PR Newswire. Truck Trend. April 28, Left Lane News. April 29, The Ford Expedition,
again". Archived from the original PDF on Sales Record". Sales Climb 8. January 3, January 5,
Archived from the original PDF on January 24, Retrieved November 10, Archived from the
original PDF on January 31, Ford Media. US: Ford. January Retrieved January 5, Ford vehicles.
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L. The intelligent locking center multi-disc differential is inactive, torque is routed to the
rear-wheels only, with high range gearing. Imitates rear-wheel drive and is more economical for
on road driving. Software does all the work, adjusting the torque split between the front and rear
wheels when wheelslip is anticipated or detected. The intelligent locking center multi-disc
differential is unlocked and allows for a variable front:rear torque split that ranges from to , or
anywhere in-between. Up to percent of torque can be sent to the front wheels, via " torque
biasing " for temporary front-wheel drive, in extreme situations where the rear drive axle loses
complete traction. High range gearing is used. For use in all-weather on road dry, wet or
slippery pavement conditions or light off-road conditions. The intelligent locking center

multi-disc differential is locked providing a permanently locked torque split. Not for use on
pavement, only for off-road conditions. If Four High mode is used on pavement, torque windup
and drivetrain binding can occur resulting in catastrophic driveline failure. Similar to Four High
mode in operation, the permanently locked torque split is maintained; however, low range
off-road reduction gearing is engaged. A default off-road program is automatically selected and
remaps reprograms the electronic throttle control , traction control system engine control , and
turns off AdvanceTrac' s electronic stability control and roll stability control safety systems for
off-road use. If Four Low mode is used on pavement, torque windup and drivetrain binding can
occur resulting in catastrophic driveline failure. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford
Expedition. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max. Pickup truck. Explorer
Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty. Compact MPV. Transit
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security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
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basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Here you can download instructions, workshop manuals, service manuals,
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necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Related Posts. Ford
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Though most buyers prefer car-based crossovers to full-size
truck-based SUVs, the refreshed Ford Expedition will satisfy those who need significant
passenger, cargo and towing capacities. While there are many crossover SUVs available today
with impressive mileage, roomy interiors and respectable cargo space, some families need
something even bigger. That's where full-size, traditional SUVs like the Ford Expedition come
in, providing three rows of seating, heavy-duty towing capacity and enough space for even the
largest brood. The Expedition looks a little more modern this year, thanks to new front and rear
styling, but the biggest change is under the hood. In a move toward better fuel economy, Ford
has dropped the V8 engine. It's not even an option. Instead, every Expedition gets a
turbocharged V6 that provides horsepower and pound-feet of torque, which is even better than
the previous V8. Ford has also updated the Expedition's suspension. It's now available with
adjustable damping that has three selectable drive modes: Comfort, Normal and Sport. In such

a large vehicle that was already pretty comfortable, this is an added benefit that makes traveling
in the Expedition that much more appealing. It can tow up to 9, pounds when properly equipped
and offers seating for up to eight people. The Expedition's interior has a fresher and more
modern look, which incorporates the latest MyFord Touch infotainment interface. For cargo of
all kinds, it's one of the roomiest vehicles on the road, too, with more than cubic feet of cargo
space available in the Expedition EL version when you fold down the second and third rows of
seats. It's not surprising, then, that a major drawback to owning an Expedition is its sheer size.
To assuage parking issues, there are rear parking sensors and a rearview camera equipped as
standard, but somehow the Expedition still feels hard to handle and even bigger than it is. Not
everyone will need the Expedition's hulking size, though, so we recommend looking at some
smaller competitors if you aren't constantly hauling seven other people and their gear. We also
recommend looking at the redesigned Chevrolet Tahoe and Chevrolet Suburban and their GMC
Yukon twins , which will seat up to nine passengers and still provide a V8 powertrain. The
Toyota Sequoia should also be considered, as it will also seat eight passengers, while feeling a
bit lighter on its feet. The bottom line is, if you're interested in one of these traditional SUVs, it's
because you need the capability they provide, and the Ford Expedition is clearly a top
contender. The Ford Expedition is a full-size, traditional body-on-frame SUV available in two
body styles: the regular Expedition and the extended-wheelbase Expedition EL, which is 15
inches longer overall. Every Expedition comes standard with seating for eight passengers, and
optional second-row captain's chairs reduce that capacity to seven. The XLT comes standard
with inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights, foglights, running boards, a roof rack, rear parking
sensors, heated mirrors, power rear quarter windows and keyless entry both remote and
door-mounted keypad. Inside you'll find cruise control, a 4. The XLT A package adds a power
liftgate, heated rearview mirrors, leather upholstery for the first- and second-row seats; the third
row has vinyl , an eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar , a six-way front passenger
seat and a power-folding third-row seat. The A package gets those items plus a heavy-duty
trailer tow package, remote ignition, dual-zone automatic climate control, a volt household-style
power outlet, heated and ventilated front seats, driver memory settings, a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, an eight-way power passenger seat with power lumbar , the
MyFord Touch interface with an 8-inch touchscreen and an upgraded speaker Sony audio
system with satellite radio. The Limited trim includes all of the above items along with inch
wheels, front parking sensors, power-folding mirrors with a driver-side auto-dimming mirror ,
automatic wipers and heated second-row seats. The A Package adds a sunroof, retractable
running boards and a navigation system with HD radio. The Western-chic King Ranch Edition is
equipped similarly to the Limited, but has special two-tone paint, special exterior styling details,
a blind-spot monitoring system, premium leather upholstery and wood grain interior trim. The
Platinum is similarly equipped to the King Ranch, but it loses the Western theme and gets the
sunroof as standard. Other stand-alone options for the Expedition, depending on the trim level,
include a load-leveling rear suspension, inch wheels, adaptive suspension dampers,
second-row captain's chairs and a dual-screen rear seat video entertainment system. Mated to a
six-speed automatic transmission with manual-shift capability, rear-wheel drive is standard, but
buyers can opt for four-wheel drive with low-range gearing. Properly equipped, the Expedition
has a maximum tow rating of 9, pounds. Opting for a 4WD Expedition drops those estimates
only slightly. On a highway-biased evaluation loop of our own, we exactly matched the EPA's 17
mpg combined estimate in a Expedition with 4WD. At the Edmunds test track, that same
Expedition Platinum 4x4 proved to be one of the quickest trucks in its class, as it made the dash
to 60 mph in just 6. The Ford Expedition comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability and
traction control, trailer sway control, front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags.
At the Edmunds test facility, a Expedition 4x4 came to a controlled stop from 60 mph in feet, an
average distance for its class. Ford's programmable MyKey system, which allows parents to
specify maximum speed limits and stereo volumes for secondary drivers, is also standard. Rear
parking sensors and a rearview camera are also standard across the board, and the Limited and
King Ranch also have front sensors. A blind-spot monitoring system is standard on the King
Ranch and Platinum trim levels and optional for the others. Although the Ford Expedition is a
sizable beast, its four-wheel independent suspension gives it exceptionally smooth ride
qualities for a traditional full-size SUV. This cannot be said of similarly sized SUVs with
so-called live-axle rear suspensions. Opting for the Expedition's three-way adaptive dampers
makes its excellent manners even better. Precise and responsive steering also contributes to its
easy-to-drive nature, but its considerable dimensions are a notable limitation when trying to
negotiate tight spaces. In relation to the V8 it replaced, the new turbocharged V6 engine's
increase in horsepower is less noticeable than the thoroughly enhanced torque character. The
turbocharger lights quickly, and the immediate shove it produces will convert even the most

stubborn critic bemoaning the loss of the V8. If a vehicle with such sizable proportions is what
you need to ferry your large brood about or comfortably tow anything sizable, the Expedition
should be a top consideration. Inside the Ford Expedition, you'll find plenty of room and a
conservative but attractive look. Limited, King Ranch and the new Platinum models are
especially classy, but there are a few low-quality surfaces that don't fit the upscale cabin theme.
This year's Expedition finally gets the MyFord Touch interface as an option. Backed by many
redundant voice commands, it can be a powerful tool for configuring and controlling the vehicle
and your smartphone. Even though the system works significantly better than when it debuted,
there can be a steep learning curve for getting accustomed to even basic functions. With a
cabin this size, everyone -- even third-row occupants -- has a good amount of room to stretch
out. The available second-row captain's chairs are a small luxury, even though they drop
seating capacity to seven passengers. The third-row seat also folds flat into the floor when you
need more cargo room, useful for any family going on a luggage-heavy vacation. Speaking of
cargo room, there's no shortage of it here. The standard Expedition offers Fold down both rows
of rear seats and you get a flat load floor with For comparison, that's about 10 cubic feet more
than the Sequoia and Suburban. Quick Summary For , Ford gave the Expedition a mild refresh.
It now has a twin-turbocharged 3. Additionally, all Expeditions now have electric power steering
to replace the hydraulic assist of the outgoing model. Despite its not being an all-new model,
the changes made to the Ford Expedition are well executed and put it in serious contention for
best in its class. What Is It? The Expedition is one of the few full-size, truck-based sport-utility
vehicles SUV on the market. In this case, the body-on-frame Expedition rides on a chassis
shared with the previous F It's available in two wheelbases, and inches, both of which have
three rows of seating, and can be configured in 4x2 or 4x4 guise. SUVs like the Expedition do
more than simply function as people movers. If that's all you're after, allow us to show you a
car-based crossover. Instead, the big attraction among old-school SUVs is their ability to haul
passengers as well as tow. Simply put, if you need to transport a large family while towing, say,
a boat, a body-on-frame SUV can't be beat. The Expedition is rated to tow up to 9, pounds
according to Ford's internal yardstick, a measure that doesn't conform to the new industry
standard known as SAE J Either way, the Expedition will out-tow your average car-based SUVs
and crossovers that use unibody construction. One downside to all this brawn, of course, is
weight. The Ford Expedition's curb weight ranges from 5, pounds for the lightest 4x2 model to a
staggering 6, pounds for the 4x4 long-wheelbase model. That kind of mass translates into less
efficiency at the pump. What's Been Changed? Buoyed by the sales success of
EcoBoost-badged F pickups, Ford slotted that truck's direct-injected 3. In fact, for this is the
only engine available. It replaces the 5. Generating horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the
turbocharged V6 called EcoBoost in Ford-speak outshines the V8 by 55 lb-ft and 55 hp. Not only
that, but the EcoBoost's maximum torque is delivered over a broader range of engine speeds
compared to the relatively "peakier" V8. Ford also developed an optional continuously variable
damper system for the Expedition, the intent of which is to improve ride comfort without
compromising handling. Elsewhere, there are revised body seals, more sound insulation and
acoustic glass to reduce noise, a few tweaks to the styling inside and out, plus a new
range-topping Platinum trim package. How Does It Drive? We spent a few weeks driving a
full-zoot Platinum version of the Ford Expedition on the highways, back roads, city streets and
canyons of Southern California. Allow us to put the skeptics' minds at ease. The
twin-turbocharged V6 has no problem moving the Expedition's mass with authority. Even when
giving it the beans from low revs, the engine transitions into boost readily and linearly, so
there's ample thrust on tap. During testing, the Expedition got to 60 in 6. These are shockingly
good numbers for a vehicle of its size. For comparison, the last Chevy Tahoe we tested
managed a 7. The only time we were able to catch the power delivery out was when navigating a
set of low-speed corners. We'd return to the throttle and find the automatic transmission
consistently a gear or two too high. For sure, the transmission is calibrated to favor high gears
in order to reduce fuel consumption. Its new electric power steering is appropriately geared and
friction-free, if quite numb. More successful are the multimode dampers, which offer three
distinct levels of ride control. The softest of the three modes, Comfort, smothers road
imperfections skillfully, managing to be plush yet still control body motions without wallowing.
Perhaps the most succinct way to describe these dampers' effectiveness is that they make the
massive Expedition drive like a smaller, tidier vehicle. We've always appreciated the mannerly
ride quality of the independently suspended Expedition, and this characteristic is only amplified
by these fancy-pants dampers. The refinements in the Expedition's noise isolation result in a
hushed cabin even at freeway speeds. Road noise is at a minimum, except over high-speed
pavement seams, which can cause an audible suspension smack. How About the Fuel
Economy? This bumps the combined EPA fuel economy estimate from 15 mpg to 17 mpg.

Blame the traffic or our driving style, but during our time with the Expedition we averaged 14
mpg, with a best tank of an EPA-average-tying 17 mpg. Based on our experience and the
onboard readout, however, we have no reason to doubt that 20 mpg is achievable on long
highway drives. Considering the newfound power and torque, the additional fuel economy is
one of those cake-and-have-it-too situations. Is the Interior Better Than Before? The cabin is
largely carried over from the existing Expedition, with the addition of a revised center stack and
instrument cluster. It's a comfortable place to spend time, although the overall theme, going on
several years old, is showing its age. The steering wheel and its controls in particular harken
back to a bygone era of Ford's cabin design. On the plus side, its seats are large, plush, highly
adjustable and some of the most comfortable we've ever been in. Room in the third-row seat is
especially generous thanks to the design of the independent rear suspension. The loaded
Platinum edition we tested here is one of four trim levels on the Expedition. It all depends on
how much you like two-tone paint and a wood-grain interior. We'd skip that one and go straight
to the Platinum. What Are Its Closest Competitors? The Chevrolet Tahoe is the Expedition's
most formidable rival and is easily the biggest seller among full-size SUVs. Redesigned for , the
Tahoe still carries a live rear axle, but it receives a direct-injected 5. The Nissan Armada is an
older vehicle that's still capable. Powered by a hp, 5. It is generally regarded as being
outclassed by its competition. An all-new Armada is expected in The Toyota Sequoia brings a
hp 5. Though the Sequoia hasn't been significantly updated since its introduction in , it remains
the only SUV in the segment that adopts the SAE J towing standard. If you're in the market for a
large SUV with solid towing capability, the new Expedition deserves your full attention. The
changes made for are purposeful and effective, breathing new life into this long-in-the-tooth
SUV. With its newfound power and refinement, the Expedition is better than ever, and a serious
contender for best-in-class status. Not towing? A full-size SUV like the Expedition might not be
your ideal choice. Car-based crossovers like Ford's Explorer deliver nearly as much interior
space while providing a more refined ride and better fuel economy. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Expedition. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Expedition lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Feels big from the driver seat difficult to park.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Ford Expedition has been updated with a new engine, new suspension options,
subtle styling changes and an improved interior. Read more. Write a review See all 6 reviews.
However the AC cycles from icy cold to warm all the time every few seconds or minutes. We
have had the vehicle in the Ford dealer to repair it 4 times. On the final repair they indicated that
the EL is such a large vehicle that the AC compressor will cycle on and off constantly and that
this operation is normal. We are very disappointed as this can't possibly be normal. Problem
still persists. The dealer says this is normal and that the compressor should cycle on and off
every few seconds. We can't seem to get help at all. This can not be normal as the temp coming
from the vents fluctuates some 20 degrees every few seconds. Update: The AC compressor still
cycles on and off with every push or release of the gas pedal. Ford says there is nothing they
can do, but I find this to be unacceptable. It takes about at least 15 mins to cool the cabin.
Please help. Read less. Wow, what a vehicle! This is our fourth Expedition. The first three were
great but we decided to scale down to an Explorer, which was a great vehicle but just not the
same! So we got another Expedition and what a Wow it is! Ford has taken an already great
vehicle and has made it better. Yes we love the comfort, the fact that you can see forever, that
physics is always on your side should there be a crash, handling is impeccable it will walk
through anything but now it has a power plant that puts the old one to shame. It has so much
more power that I actually have to be careful when accelerating or I'll invariably leave precious
tread on the road from peeling out. Look, this is not a GT by any means but it sure is fun when I
experience that feeling of the head being thrown back at the changing of the light! Our recent
trek to Chicago gave us I have been driving Ford vehicles for 25 years. My Ford Expedition King
Ranch is perfect in every way, except one of the most critical The windshield cracked just 1

month after I purchased the vehicle and has been cracked for more than 3 months now.
Apparently, Ford is unable to obtain replacement windshields for Expeditions with rain sensors.
I paid more than 60k for this Expedition and it has been totally useless for 3 months. The rain
sensing windshields are certainly a convenience but I would advise consumers against this
upgrade until Ford is able to produce replacement parts. I had to have the throttle assembly
replaced again. They seem to be an ongoing problem. Otherwise it seems to be running fine and
as you would expect. My previous review was titled "Air conditioned seat - NO! Frozen butt YES" This is still a major problem. Ford really screwed up the way the seats are cooled now and
it is a real shame. The second issue is that I have had more mechanical failures on this vehicle
then my previous ones so I have downgraded my stars. At 24, the struts needed to be replaced
and at 33, I had to have the throttle assembly replaced. Luckily this was all under warranty. On a
good note, I purchased a 30 foot travel trailer and the Expedition is pulling it nicely with a
weight distributing anti-sway hitch. I had to change the exterior mirrors to an aftermarket brand
because for some reason, Ford does not make a large telescoping mirror for the Expedition. My
original review follows. This is my 3rd Expedition and my second with air conditioned seats,
well supposedly AC seats. My previous one cooled your back along with your bottom and it was
heavenly during the hot Florida summers. This new one only cools your bottom and does
nothing for your back, both front seats are this way. In fact if you leave it on longer thinking that
it will eventually get the back cold, it gets way too cold on the bottom, never reaches your back
and you have to turn it off because it gets so uncomfortable. I have complained to Ford and had
it back to the dealer twice but they are telling me that the "seats are functioning as designed. I
didn't pay for AC seats just to get my butt frozen. See all 6 reviews of the Used Ford Expedition.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 3. The manufacturer provided Edmunds with this vehicle
for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars related to the Expedition. Sign Up. Quick Links.
Table of Contents. Automobile Ford Excursion Owner's Manual pages. Ford motor company
ford taurus owner's guide pages. Summary of Contents for Ford Expedition Page 1 Page 4 Ford
Motor Company. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation.
Page 5: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive
harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook.
The more you know and understand about your vehicle the greater the safety and pleasure you
will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained in comments
highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. Page 7 This information may be stored during
regular operation or in a crash or near crash event. Page 8 Introduction Special instructions For
your added safety, your vehicle is fitted with sophisticated electronic controls. Failure to follow
the specific warnings and instructions could result in personal injury. Front seat mounted rear
facing child or infant seats should NEVER be used in front of a passenger side air bag unless
the air bag can be and is turned OFF. Page 9 Introduction These are some of the symbols you
may see on your vehicle. Many lights will illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure
the bulb works. Page 12 Instrument Cluster Light is blinking: Engine misfire is occurring which
could damage your catalytic converter. You should drive in a moderate fashion avoid heavy
acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle serviced at the first available opportunity.
Under engine misfire conditions, excessive exhaust temperatures could damage the catalytic
converter, the fuel system, interior floor coverings or other vehicle components, possibly
causing a fire. Page 13 Instrument Cluster Safety belt Illuminates to remind you to fasten your
safety belts. For more information, refer to the Seating and safety restraints chapter. Air bag
readiness Illuminates to confirm that the air bags front or side are operational. If the light fails to
illuminate, continues to flash or remains on, have the system serviced immediately. Page 14
Instrument Cluster Speed control Illuminates when the speed control is activated. Check the
engine oil and coolant level refer to Adding engine oil and Adding coolant in the Maintenance
and specifications chapter. Page 15 Instrument Cluster Four wheel drive low if equipped
Illuminates when four-wheel drive low is engaged. If the light continues to flash have the system
serviced. Four wheel drive high if equipped Illuminates when four-wheel drive is put in high
range. If the light HIGH continues to flash have the system serviced. If it enters the red section,
the engine is overheating. Page 17 Instrument Cluster Engine oil pressure gauge Indicates
engine oil pressure. If less than six gallons is added, the gauge will take between five to twenty
minutes to update. Press and hold the button to reset. Tachometer Indicates the engine speed
in revolutions per minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the
scale may damage the engine. EJ Eject : Press to stop and eject a tape. Page 21 Entertainment
Systems 4. BAL Balance : Allows you to shift speaker sound between the right and left
speakers. Page 22 Entertainment Systems 9. In tape mode, radio play continues until rewind is
stopped with the TAPE control or the beginning of the tape is reached. FM radio stations are

independently operated and individually elect to use RDS technology to transmit station ID and
program type as desired. Page 24 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and
re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Irregular
shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with homemade paper
adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player. Page 26 Entertainment Systems 2.
Page 27 Entertainment Systems 5. Press and hold to eject all loaded discs. The eject feature is
active whether the ignition is on or off. Page 29 Entertainment Systems Page 30 Due to
technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function
correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page Rear Seat Controls Entertainment Systems When
the rear seat controls are activated, rear seat passengers can use the controls to change the
playing media for all passengers Single Play mode. In this mode, all speakers will play audio
from the same media source for all passengers to hear. Page 32 Entertainment Systems To
adjust the volume The volume control allows the rear seat passengers to adjust the volume
level of the audio system. MODE Press the - control to decrease volume. Page 34 Entertainment
Systems Parental control Press the memory preset controls 3 and 5 simultaneously on the front
audio controls to disable the rear seat controls. Page 35 Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Page 37 Entertainment Systems 7. Auxiliary jacks Insert lines for standard video game
players. Press again to eject the DVD. Three different speeds are available depending on how
long the control is held. Press the control once for slow motion playback. Page 41
Entertainment Systems In stop mode, press to change to a different playing media e. Battery
replacement Batteries are supplied with the remote control unit. Page 42 Entertainment Systems
To install the batteries, lightly press down on the top of the left earpiece and slide the cover off.
Be sure the screen is latched into the housing when being stored. Page 44 DVDs only. Irregular
shaped discs, discs with a scratch protection film attached, and discs with homemade paper
adhesive labels should not be inserted into the player. The counter is automatically reset to See
your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Do not insert foreign objects into the DVD compartment.
The front glass on the liquid crystal display LCD flip-down screen may break when hit with a
hard surface. Page 48 Entertainment Systems Care and service of the DVD player
Environmental extremes DVD players that are subjected to harsh environmental conditions may
be damaged or perform at less than maximum capability. Page Navigation System Motor
Company shall not be liable for any damages of any type arising from failure to follow these
guidelines. Do not attempt to service, repair or modify the system. The driver must not attempt
to operate any detailed operation of the navigation system while the vehicle is in motion. If a
problem occurs, stop using the system immediately and contact your Ford or Lincoln Mercury
Dealer. Page 52 Entertainment Systems 4. Cursor control: Use this control when viewing a
menu in the navigation system. Press the control up or down, left or right to highlight an item in
the display. Press the center of the control to make your selection. Page 53 Entertainment
Systems Press again to turn the system off. Turn the control to adjust the audio volume levels.
To adjust the voice PUSH output levels from the navigation system, adjust the volume levels
only during voice output. Page 54 Entertainment Systems 2. Page 55 Entertainment Systems 2.
Press the NAV control to enter into Navigation mode. To enter a destination, ensure that the
vehicle is in the PARK position. To navigate to home from the current location, press HOME. If a
H O M E home location has not previously been stored, pressing and holding Page 56
Entertainment Systems Turn the control to raise or lower volume. The levels will be displayed
PUSH on the screen. To adjust the navigation voice output level, adjust the volume control only
when the navigation system is speaking. Otherwise, it will adjust the radio levels. Automatic
volume control AVC With this feature, radio volume changes automatically with vehicle speed to
compensate for road and wind noise. Adjusting the levels 1. Press the MENU control. Page 59
Entertainment Systems Press the soft key to turn the feature on or off. If a selection has been
playing for three seconds or more and you press , the CD changer will replay that selection from
the beginning. Page 61 Entertainment Systems Starting autoset memory preset 1. Press the
AUTO control. When the first six strong stations are filled, the station stored in memory preset
control 1 will start playing. Press again to disable scan and remain on the current station.
Program type PTY selections Some FM stations transmit program type codes which can be
used to locate different stations transmitting programs of a certain type. Page 63 Entertainment
Systems Compression The compression feature will boost quieter music and lower louder
music to minimize the need for volume adjustments. Page 64 Due to technical incompatibility,
certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in
Ford CD players. Page 65 Entertainment Systems Press to eject the magazine. Pull the lever to
remove a CD tray from the magazine. Insert one disc into each CD tray of the magazine up to 6
discs. Ensure that the label side is facing If you pull too hard on the disc holder, the disc holder

may come completely out of the magazine. Page 66 Entertainment Systems 4. Slide the door to
the left to close. Use only compact discs containing this mark. The magazine does not need to
be full for the CD DJ to operate. Press again to disengage the feature and listen to the selected
song. The front speakers play the selected media and the rear speakers mute. In this mode, the
rear passengers may adjust the volume and other levels using the rear seat control. Page 70
Entertainment Systems 6. ZOOM 7. PAN 8. Press the soft key next to the display to select the
desired language. The directional heading indicator at the bottom of the screen might change
color to indicate this signal strength. Page 73 Entertainment Systems Points of Interest POI This
destination option enables you to specify a particular place, such as an airport or gas station.
Use the soft keys to select Points of Interest. Use the soft key to select Previous Destination.
The address of each stored destination will appear. The previous origin information is also
stored in this location. Selecting Route Criteria Once you have selected a destination, select
from the following route criteria: 1. Shortest time route â€” Creates a driving route which
minimizes driving time taking into consideration things such as speed limits, number of turns,
etc. Page 78 Entertainment Systems Adding, deleting or editing the address book Note: These
features are not available when the vehicle is in motion. Ensure that you are in navigation mode.
Select Address book. Confirm selection. Press NAV to return to a guidance display. Press MAP
to return to a map display. Page 80 Entertainment Systems Route interruptions In the course of
your destination, you may decide to temporarily leave your planned route for gas, food, etc. If
you turn off the ignition, the option to continue the route guidance will be displayed when the
ignition is turned on again. Page 83 Entertainment Systems Cleaning the display Do not spray
cleaning fluid directly onto the unit. Instead, spray onto a soft cloth and gently wipe the unit.
Only recommended products should be used. Do not clean any part of the system with benzene,
paint thinner or any other solvent. Temperature control 4. Rear defrost control 2. Mode selector
control 5. Fan speed control 3. Recirculated air control Panel control 3. Passenger temperature
control OFF control 4. Rear defrost control AUTO control 5. The system will either heat or cool
the vehicle to achieve the selected temperature. The system will automatically determine fan
speed, airflow location and whether outside or recirculated air AUTO is required. The
temperature in Celsius will be displayed in half-degree increments. When the air conditioning is
controlled while in automatic operation, the AUTO indicator will remain lit and the system will
remain in automatic operation. To return to full automatic control, press AUTO. Page 93 Climate
Controls The auxiliary climate control system is dependent on the main climate control system.
If the main climate control system is in the Off position, the auxiliary climate control will not
operate. If the main climate control system is on, the auxiliary air will not be cooled unless the
air conditioning is functioning on the main climate control system. After approximately 10
minutes of rear defrost operation, the climate control system will automatically disable the rear
defrost operation. If desired, the rear defrost can be manually disabled through the use of the
rear defrost button. Rotate to the second position to turn on the headlamps. Foglamp control if
equipped The headlamp control also operates the foglamps. The foglamps can be turned on
when the headlamp control is in the positions and the high beams are Always remember to turn
on your headlamps at dusk or during inclement weather. Move the control to the full upright
position, past detent, to turn on the interior lamps. Move the control to the full down position,
past detent, to prevent the interior lights from illuminating when the doors are opened. Page
Turn Signal Control Lights 5. Replacing the interior bulbs Page Lights Map lamps To change the
map lamp bulbs: 1. Use a small screwdriver to remove the map lamp lens. Twist in a new bulb.
Align and press the map lamp lens back on and test the lamp operation. Page Lights 7. Once the
bulb covers are removed, the bulbs can be removed by turning them counterclockwise and then
pulling the bulbs straight out. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the
glass. Page Lights 5. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remove from the lamp
assembly. Carefully pull the bulb out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb
socket into the lamp assembly and rotate clockwise. The oil from your hand could cause the
bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Page Lights Replacing license plate
lamp bulb The license plate bulbs are located in the license plate housing assembly on the
liftgate. To change the license plate bulbs: 1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF
position. Remove the license lamp screw from the assembly. Page Lights Approach lamp bulb
removal if equipped To change the bulbs: 1. Make sure that all the doors are closed and the
interior lights have automatically turned off or the opposite mirror approach lamp has turned
off. With a small flat tipped screwdriver, insert the tip into the approach light module slot
located on the outboard corner of the lens INT1 The bars of varying length are for intermittent
wipers. When in this position rotate the control upward for fast intervals and downward for slow
intervals. Page Driver Controls Checking the wiper blades If the wiper blades do not wipe
properly, clean both the windshield and wiper blades using undiluted windshield wiper solution

or a mild detergent. Rinse thoroughly with clean water. To avoid damaging the blades, do not
use fuel, kerosene, paint thinner or other solvents. Changing the wiper blades It is
recommended that wiper blades are renewed before winter. While the lever is in the down
position, tilt the steering column to the desired position. While holding the steering wheel, pull
the lever up to its original position to lock the steering column. Forward storage bin and
conversation mirror if equipped The storage compartment may be used to store two pairs of
sunglasses or similar objects. Press the release control to open the storage compartment. To
close the moon roof from the vent position, press and hold the bottom portion of the control
until the glass panel stops moving. Do not hang any type of accessory or accessory bracket
from the plug. Improper use of the power point can cause damage not covered by your
warranty. On vehicles equipped with a center console there are three power points located in
the console. Depress again to stop window operation. One touch down can be deactivated
during operation by pushing down on the top part of the driver power window control. The
mirror will automatically return to the normal state whenever the AUTO vehicle is placed in R
Reverse when the mirror is on to ensure a bright clear view when backing up. Page Driver
Controls Reverse tilt down mirrors if equipped The side mirrors may be programmed to tilt
down when the vehicle is put in R Reverse. Signal mirrors if equipped When the turn signal is
activated, the lower portion of the mirror Press and hold the rocker control to adjust accelerator
and brake pedal. Once speed control is switched off, the previously programmed set speed will
be erased. Each press will increase the set speed by 1. Disengaging the speed control will not
erase the previously programmed set speed. Pressing OFF will erase the previously
programmed set speed. It turns off when the speed control OFF control is pressed, the brake or
clutch is applied, or the ignition is turned to the OFF position. Page Driver Controls When
programming your HomeLink Wireless Control System to a garage door or gate, be sure that
people and objects are out of the way to prevent potential harm or damage. Do not use the
HomeLink Wireless Control System with any garage door opener that lacks safety stop and
reverse features as required by U. Page Driver Controls 3. Simultaneously press and hold both
the HomeLink and hand-held transmitter button. Do not release the buttons until step 4 has
been completed. Release both buttons. Do not hold for longer that 30 seconds. Page Driver
Controls Compass The compass reading may be affected when you drive near large buildings,
bridges, power lines and powerful broadcast antennas. Magnetic or metallic objects placed in,
on or near the vehicle may also affect compass accuracy. Usually, when something affects the
compass readings, the compass will correct itself after a few days of operating your vehicle in
normal conditions. Page Message Center Driver Controls Compass calibration adjustment
Perform this adjustment in an open area free from steel structures and high voltage lines.
Compass display The compass reading may be affected when you drive near large buildings,
bridges, power lines and powerful broadcast antenna. Determine your magnetic zone by
referring to the zone map. Turn ignition to the ON position. Start the engine. The top of the
message center must be blank. Page Driver Controls The compass is now calibrated. Page
Driver Controls Distance to empty DTE Selecting this function from the INFO menu estimates
approximately how far you can drive with the fuel remaining in your tank under normal driving
conditions. Remember to turn the ignition OFF when refueling to allow this feature to correctly
detect the added fuel. Page Driver Controls Easy exit seat if equipped This feature automatically
moves the drivers seat backwards for easy exit from the vehicle. Page Driver Controls
Language 1. Page Driver Controls The sequence of the system check report and how it appears
in the message center is as follows: 1. Page Driver Controls This acts as a reminder that these
warning conditions still exist within the vehicle. Warning display Status Check backup aid if
equipped Warning displays when R reverse gear is selected. Displayed when a door is not
completely closed. Displayed when the liftgate is not completely closed. Displayed when the
engine coolant is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, turn off the engine
and let it cool. Displayed when the electrical system is not maintaining proper voltage. If you are
operating electrical accessories when the engine is idling at a low speed, turn off as many of the
electrical loads as soon as possible. If the warning stays on or comes on when the engine is
operating at normal speeds, have the electrical system checked as soon as possible. These
messages indicate improper operation of the vehicle network communication between
electronic modules. These include: 1. Pen holder 2. Tissue holder 3. Large utility compartment
5. Cupholders 7. Coin holder slots 8. Make sure that the mat does not interfere with the
operation of the accelerator or the brake pedal. The front cross-bar does not move. To adjust
the luggage rack, push the adjustment lever forward toward the front of the vehicle , then slide
the cross-bar forward and lock the adjusting levers by pushing them down toward the back of
the In case of loss, replacement keys are available from your dealer. You should always carry a
second key with you in a safe place in case you require it in an emergency. Operation is subject

to the following two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This
device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired
operation. Page Locks and Security Memory feature if equipped The remote entry system can
also control the memory feature. Pressing the control will automatically move the seat, rearview
mirrors, and adjustable pedals to the desired memory position the memory position
corresponds to the transmitter being used. Page Locks and Security Replacing the battery The
remote transmitter is powered by one coin type three-volt lithium battery CR or equivalent.
Typical operating range will allow you to be up to 10 meters 33 feet away from your vehicle.
Page For vehicles not equipped with a message center, the feature may be deactivated by
taking your vehicle to an authorized Ford dealer. Power door lock disable feature This feature
will help protect your vehicle from unauthorized entry. Your vehicle has a factory set 5 digit
code that operates the keyless entry system. You can also program your own 5 digit personal
entry code. Page Locks and Security If you wish to erase your personal code, use the following
instructions: 1. Enter factory set code. The system will now only respond to the factory set
code. Anti-scan feature The anti-scan feature prevents repeated attempts at arriving at a valid
key code. Page The SecuriLock passive anti-theft system is not compatible with non-Ford
aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems
and a loss of security protection. Page OFF and restart the engine with all other objects on the
key ring held away from the ignition key. Check to make sure the coded key is an approved Ford
coded key. Page Locks and Security Replacing coded keys can be very costly and you may
want to store an extra programmed key away from the vehicle in a safe place to prevent an
unforeseen inconvenience. The correct coded key must be used for your vehicle. Page Locks
and Security 5. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of injuring people
in a collision or sudden stop. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Pull the seatback handle up to
recline the seat. Using the armrest if equipped Push the release control to move the armrest up
or down. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Using the manual lumbar support The lumbar
support control is located on the outboard side of the seat. Turn the lumbar support control
forward for more support. Turn the lumbar support backward for less support. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Press the control to move the seat forward, backward, up or down. The
memory seat control is located on the driver door. To operate the climate controlled seats the
engine must be running. Move the front seat all the way forward and up to ease access. Then
push in on the center of the outside edge of the filter and rotate up into the housing until it clips
into position. Page Seating and Safety Restraints For assistance, refer to the label located on
the side of the seat cushion. Adjusting the 2nd row outboard seat for E-Z Entry The 2nd row
outboard seats allow for easier entry and exit to and from the 3rd row seat. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints 3. To return the seat to a seating position, push down on the seat until the
seat is latched to the floor. Lift the seatback to the upright position. Always latch the vehicle
seat to the floor, whether the seat is occupied or empty. Locate the latch strap at the front of the
seat and pull to release the seat into a kneel down load floor position. A moderate force may be
required to move the seat forward and down. Once the second row seats are in the down
position, the front seats may be readjusted. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The rear latch
hooks must be properly engaged with the floor striker. Position the rear legs of the seat over the
floor strikers and engage. Locate the release strap located between the front cushion and the
seat back, and pull the strap to release the folding seat latch. To return the seat to the upright
position, lift the seatback until the latch is fully engaged. Note: This seat can be moved forward
to keep a child in a child restraint close to the front seat occupants. Third row seats Ensure that
no objects such as books, purses or briefcases are on the floor in front of the third row seats or
on the seat cushion before lowering them. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Third row power
folding seat if equipped The control buttons are located on the right-hand rear quarter trim
panel accessible from the liftgate area. Push the bottom portion of the control button to lower
the desired seatback. The purpose of these head restraints is to help limit head motion in the
event of a rear collision. The system is able to analyze different occupant conditions and crash
severity before activating the appropriate safety devices to help better protect a range of
occupants in a variety of frontal crash situations. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Driver and
passenger dual-stage air bag supplemental restraints The dual-stage air bags offer the
capability to tailor the level of air bag inflation energy. A lower, less forceful energy level is
provided for more common, moderate-severity impacts. A higher energy level is used for the
most severe impacts. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Determining if the Personal Safety
System is operational The Personal Safety System uses a warning light in the instrument
cluster or a back-up tone to indicate the condition of the system. Refer to the Warning Light
section in the Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the Personal Safety System
is not required. Page Seating and Safety Restraints All occupants of the vehicle, including the

driver, should always properly wear their safety belts, even when an air bag SRS is provided. It
is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside or outside of a vehicle. In a collision,
people riding in these areas are more likely to be seriously injured or killed. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Combination lap and shoulder belts 1. Insert the belt tongue into the proper
buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from until you hear a snap and
feel it latch. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the buckle. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints The front outboard, rear outboard, and second and third row center safety restraints
in the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front center safety restraint if
equipped is a manually-adjustable lap belt. All of the passenger lap and shoulder belts have two
types of locking modes described below: Vehicle sensitive mode This is the normal retractor
mode, which allows free shoulder belt length Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. Grasp the
shoulder portion and pull downward until the entire belt is pulled out. Allow the belt to retract.
As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. This indicates the safety belt is now in the
automatic locking mode. The driver and the right front passenger seat belt system including
retractors, buckles and height adjusters must be replaced if the vehicle is involved in a collision
that results in deployment of front air bags or Safety Canopy Page Seating and Safety
Restraints First row center lap belt if equipped Adjusting the lap belt The lap belt should fit
snugly and as low as possible around the hips, not across the waist. The lap belt does not
adjust automatically. Insert the tongue into the correct buckle the buckle closest to the direction
the tongue is coming The driver safety belt is not The safety belt warning light buckled before
the ignition switch illuminates minutes and the is turned to the ON position The driver safety
belt is buckled The safety belt warning light and while the indicator light is Page Seating and
Safety Restraints The following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts: All
statistics based on U. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Reasons given Frontal airbags are not
designed to inflate in rear and side crashes or rollovers. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 1.
Wait until the safety belt warning light turns off. Page Air Bags if equipped , child safety seat
LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford
Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a
collision be replaced. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not attempt to service, repair, or
modify the air bag supplemental restraint systems or its fuses. The front passenger air bag is
not designed to offer protection to an occupant in the center front seating position. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints How does the air bag supplemental restraint system work? The
air bag SRS is designed to activate when the vehicle sustains longitudinal deceleration
sufficient to cause the sensors to close an electrical circuit that initiates air bag inflation. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Several air bag system components get hot after inflation. Do not
touch them after inflation. If the air bag has deployed, the air bag will not function again and
must be replaced immediately. If the air bag is not replaced, the unrepaired area will increase
the risk of injury in a collision. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the Safety
Canopy system, its fuses, the A, B, or C pillar trim, or the headliner on a vehicle containing a
Safety Canopy. All occupants of the vehicle including the driver should always The design and
development of the Safety Canopy system included recommended testing procedures that were
developed by a group of automotive safety experts known as the Side Air Bag Technical
Working Group. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The Safety Canopy is mounted to roof
side-rail sheet metal, behind the headliner, above the first and second row seats. In certain
lateral collisions or rollover events, the Safety Canopy system will be activated, regardless of
which seats are occupied. In certain rollover events, the Safety Canopy on both sides of the
vehicle will be inflated, regardless of which seats are occupied. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Determining if the system is operational The SRS uses a readiness light in the
instrument cluster or a tone to indicate the condition of the system. Refer to the Air bag
readiness section in the Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the air bag is not
required. Page To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have
outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning
booster. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so
that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Generally this is
when they weigh about 80 lbs about 8 to 12 years old. If you do not install and use the safety
seat properly, the child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision. Install the child safety seat
in a seating position which is capable of providing tether and LATCH anchors. Pull down on the
shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 5. To put the retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of
the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is pulled out and a click is heard. The belt will
click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Installing child safety seats in the center front seating position Always transport

children 12 years old and under in the rear seats and always properly use appropriate child
restraints. It is safer to install child safety seats in seating positions that have child seat
anchors. Route the child safety seat tether strap under the head restraint outboard seats and
over the back of the seat. Grasp the tether strap and position it to the seat frame. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints 6. Rotate the tether strap clip. Third row seating position 1. Position the
child safety seat on the center of the seat cushion. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 4. Clip
the tether strap through the anchor loop as shown. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the
child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event of a collision. Refer to the Installing
child safety seats in combination lap and shoulder belt seating positions section of this chapter
for In a crash, one anchor may not be strong enough to hold two child safety seat attachments
and may break, causing serious injury or death. If you install a child seat with rigid LATCH
attachments, do not tighten the tether strap enough to lift the child seat off the vehicle seat
cushion when the child is seated in it. ON, all electrical circuits operational. Page Driving If you
smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect your vehicle immediately. Do
not drive if you smell exhaust fumes. When the engine starts, the idle RPM runs higher than
normal in order to warm the engine. Page Driving 5. Make sure the corresponding lights
illuminate or illuminate briefly. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Page
Brakes Driving Note: If the engine does not start within five seconds on the first try, turn the key
to OFF, wait 10 seconds and try again. If the engine still fails to start, press the accelerator to
the floor and try again; this will allow the engine to crank with the fuel shut off in case the
engine is flooded with fuel. If you are driving down a long or steep hill, shift to a lower gear. Do
not apply your brakes continuously, as they may overheat and become less effective. However,
avoid taking any unnecessary risks. ABS warning lamp warning lamp in the instrument cluster
momentarily illuminates when the ignition is turned to the ON position. If the light does not
illuminate momentarily at start up, remains on or continues to flash, the ABS needs to be
serviced. Page Driving Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is
securely latched in P Park. The parking brake is not recommended to stop a moving vehicle.
However, if the normal brakes fail, the parking brake can be used to stop your vehicle in an
emergency. Page Air Suspension Driving Speed sensitive steering Your vehicle is equipped
with engine speed sensitive steering. At higher engine speeds associated with high vehicle
speed, the steering assist will decrease to improve steering feel. If the amount of effort required
to steer your vehicle changes while maintaining a constant engine speed, have the power
steering system checked by your dealer or a qualified service technician. Page Driving The air
suspension shut-off switch is located behind two access panels on the left rear quarter trim
panel, near the liftgate. To remove the first panel, turn the control counterclockwise and remove
the panel. On vehicles equipped with air suspension, turn the air suspension and the ignition
switch off prior to jacking, hoisting or towing your vehicle. Page Driving Press the bottom
portion of the switch to turn off the air suspension. Under normal conditions, the limited slip
axle functions like a standard rear axle. Page Driving Vehicles with a higher center of gravity
such as utility and four-wheel drive vehicles handle differently than vehicles with a lower center
of gravity. Utility and four-wheel drive vehicles are not designed for cornering at speeds as high
as passenger cars any more than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily
under off-road conditions. In an emergency lane-change, the driver will experience better overall
vehicle traction, and have better control of the vehicle. The AdvanceTrac system helps the
driver maintain steering control if the vehicle begins to slide excessively left or right or spin out.
Page Driving indicator light in the instrument cluster remains on while the engine is running,
have the system serviced immediately. Pressing the control once will disable the AdvanceTrac
stability enhancement and the engine power reduction portion of the traction enhancement
feature; the brake portion of the traction enhancement feature will still function normally. Page
Driving Always set the parking brake fully and make sure the gearshift is latched in P Park. Turn
the ignition to the LOCK position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. If the
parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains illuminated, the brakes may
not be working properly. R Reverse With the gearshift lever in R Reverse , the vehicle will move
backward. If towing a trailer, refer to Driving while you tow in the Trailer towing section. To
return to Overdrive mode, press the transmission control switch TCS. The TCIL will no longer
be illuminated. Each time the vehicle is started, the transmission will automatically return to
normal overdrive mode. As you move closer to the obstacle, the rate of the tone increases. Page
The Control Trac system indicator lights illuminate only under the following conditions. This
position is not recommended for use on dry pavement. This position is only intended for severe
winter or off-road conditions, such as deep snow, ice or shallow sand. Bring the vehicle to a
stop and keep the brake pedal depressed. Place the gearshift in N Neutral. Note: Some noise
may be heard as the system shifts or engages. This may damage the drivelines and axles. Page

Driving Control Trac fourâ€”wheel drive system When a fourâ€”wheel drive mode is selected,
the Control Trac system uses all four wheels to power the vehicle. This increases traction,
enabling you to drive over terrain and road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive
vehicle cannot. Page Ford Motor Company joins the U. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management in encouraging you to help preserve our national forest and Page Driving Driving
on hilly or sloping terrain Although natural obstacles may make it necessary to travel diagonally
up or down a hill or steep incline, you should always try to drive straight up or straight down.
Avoid driving crosswise or turning on steep slopes or hills. If you nevertheless decide to equip
your fourâ€”wheel drive for off-road use with tires larger than what Ford Motor Company
recommends, you should not use these tires for highway driving. Page a label may also be
found on the fuel cap filler door. Failure to follow tire pressure recommendations can adversely
affect the way your vehicle handles. Do not exceed the Ford Motor Company recommended
pressure even if it is less than the maximum pressure allowed for the tire. Page Vehicle Loading
Driving Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with
a high load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover. Failure to maintain your vehicle
properly may void the warranty, increase your repair cost, reduce vehicle performance and
operational capabilities and adversely affect driver and passenger safety. Page Driving Always
ensure that the weight of occupants, cargo and equipment being carried is within the weight
limitations that have been established for your vehicle including both gross vehicle weight and
front and rear gross axle weight rating limits. Under no circumstance should these limitations
be exceeded. Page Trailer Towing when a customer provided controller is installed and ground.
Before towing a trailer, make sure the trailer brakes if equipped and lamps are properly
connected and functional. The vertical tongue load of the trailer is distributed between the truck
and the trailer by this system. Mode Maximum Maximum Page Driving 4. Attach the trailer to the
vehicle and adjust the hitch equalizers so that the front bumper height is within 0â€”13 mm 0.
After proper adjustment, the rear bumper should be no higher than in Step 3. This will also
assist in transmission cooling. For additional information, refer to the Understanding the
positions of the 4â€”speed automatic transmission section in this chapter. Page If a distance of
80 km 50 miles or a speed of 56 km 35 mph must be exceeded, the drive shaft will have to be
removed before the vehicle is towed. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited
Warranty. Page Roadside Emergencies Canadian customers who require roadside assistance,
call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company
will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury
vehicles customers call ; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” After an accident, if the
engine cranks but does not start, this switch may have been activated. Page Roadside
Emergencies The fuel pump shut-off switch has a red reset button on top of it and is located
beneath the air suspension switch if equipped. Blown fuses are identified by a broken wire
within the fuse. Check the appropriate fuses before replacing any electrical components. Note:
Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. To remove the trim panel
for access to the fuse box, pull the panel toward you and swing it out away from the side and
remove it. Page Roadside Emergencies The fuses are coded as follows. Instead, gradually
decrease your speed. Hold the steering wheel firmly and slowly move to a safe place on the side
of the road. The use of tire sealants is not recommended and may compromise the integrity of
your tires. Page Roadside Emergencies Removing the spare tire 1. Fold the rear seat down.
Refer to Rear seats in the Seating and safety restraints chapter. Remove the jack handle and
winch extension from the tray and assemble them. Open the spare tire winch access plug in the
bottom of the compartment located behind the 3rd row seat, very close to the jack and Page
Roadside Emergencies 1. Park on a level surface, activate hazard flashers and set the parking
brake. If changing the tire on a grade, block the diagonally opposite wheel on the downward
side of the grade. Page Roadside Emergencies When one of the rear wheels is off the ground,
the transmission alone will not prevent the vehicle from moving or slipping off the jack, even if
the transmission is in P Park. To prevent the vehicle from moving when you change the tire, be
sure that the parking brake is set and the diagonally opposite wheel is blocked. Remove the lug
nuts with the lug wrench. Replace the flat tire with the spare tire, making sure the valve stem is
facing outward. Reinstall the lug nuts until the wheel is snug against the hub. Page Jump
Starting Roadside Emergencies 5. Disassemble the tools and snap them back into the tool tray.
Close the access hole with the rubber plug. Reinstall the tray into the vehicle and secure it with
the wing nut turn clockwise until tight. Page Roadside Emergencies Connecting the jumper
cables 1. Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting
battery. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Make the final connection of the negative - cable to the
jump starting stud located in the rear of the engine compartment, near the battery. Do not use
fuel lines, engine rocker covers or the intake manifold as grounding points. Do not connect the

end of the second cable to the negative - terminal of the battery to be jumped. Page Roadside
Emergencies Removing the jumper cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that
they were connected. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Page Roadside
Emergencies 3. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed,
allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page
Wrecker Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed
equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt
towing procedure. On 4x2 vehicles, it is acceptable to tow the vehicle with the front wheels on
the ground without dollies and the rear wheels off the ground. Ford Motor Company produces a
towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this
manual for Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home
when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide,
after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to
find an authorized dealership to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from
home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership could
provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship
Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. If you did not take advantage of the Ford
Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since
this information is subject to change, please ask your dealer for complete details about Ford
Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at The Dispute
Settlement Board may not be available in all states. The decisions of the Board are binding on
Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on consumers who are free to pursue other
remedies available to them under state or federal law. Page If your vehicle must be serviced
while you are traveling or living in Central or South America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East,
contact the nearest Ford dealership. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. These products are
available from your dealer. These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill
your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of
your vehicle. If your vehicle requires professional service, your dealership can provide the
necessary parts and service. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under the
bottom of the instrument panel. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that
is located under the front center of the hood. Battery 2. Automatic transmission fluid dipstick 3.
Engine oil filler cap 4. Power steering fluid reservoir 5. Engine oil dipstick 6. Brake fluid
reservoir 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Page Maintenance and Specifications 5. Air filter
assembly 9. Windshield washer fluid reservoir Page Engine Oil In very cold weather, do not fill
the reservoir completely. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. State or local
regulations on volatile organic compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common
windshield washer antifreeze additive. Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. Set the parking
brake and ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park. Open the hood. Protect yourself
from engine heat. Locate and carefully remove the engine oil level indicator dipstick. Wipe the
indicator clean. Insert the indicator fully, then remove it again. Page Battery Maintenance and
Specifications Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added
engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. Page
Maintenance and Specifications Batteries normally produce explosive gases which can cause
personal injury. Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lighted substances to come near the
battery. When working near the battery, always shield your face and protect your eyes. Always
provide proper ventilation. When the battery is disconnected or a new battery is installed, the
engine must relearn its idle and fuel trim strategy for optimum driveability and performance.
Page If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to see through the
windshield. Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use
of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine
Coolant since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and
Specifications When this occurs the vehicle will still operate. The pressure in an overfilled tank
may cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. The fuel system may be under pressure. If
the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops before
completely removing the fuel filler cap. If fuel is splashed in the eyes, remove contact lenses if
worn , flush with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention. Failure to seek proper
medical attention could lead to permanent injury. Page The customer warranty may be void for
any damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler
cap is not used. Page Ask your fuel supplier about gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel
Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation may have an
adverse affect on powertrain components. Fuel Filter For fuel filter replacement, see your dealer

or a qualified service technician. Page Maintenance and Specifications If other than Ford,
Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service of
components affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine
Ford Motor Company parts in performance and durability. Page Check the power steering fluid.
Refer to the scheduled maintenance guide for the service interval schedules. Start the engine
and let it run until it reaches normal operating Page Maintenance and Specifications If an overfill
occurs, excess fluid should be removed by a qualified technician. Do not use supplemental
transmission fluid additives, treatments or cleaning agents. Page Maintenance and
Specifications 2. Loosen the clamp that secures the air filter cover to the air filter housing and
carefully separate the cover from housing. Remove the air filter element from the air filter
housing. Install a new air filter element. Be careful not to crimp the filter element edges between
the air filter housing and cover. Page 10 to 12 inches or limited production tires as defined in
Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The
U. Department of Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire
grades exactly as the government has written it. Page Maintenance and Specifications The
temperature grade for this tire is established for a tire that is properly inflated and not
overloaded. Excessive speed, underinflation, or excessive loading, either separately or in
combination, can cause heat
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buildup and possible tire failure. Page Make sure that all replacement tires are of the same
size, type, speed rating, load-carrying capacity and tread design e. Add ml 4 oz. For complete
refills, fill using the Additive Friction Modifier Page Use of any fluid other than the
recommended fluid may cause transmission damage. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Page Accessories Not all accessories are available for all models. Following is a list of several
Ford Genuine Accessory products. Not all accessories are available for all models. To find out
what accessories are available for your vehicle, please contact your dealer or visit our online
store at: Page Index Index Index refill capacities Page Cruise control snow and ice Page Index
Engine Page Index Lights, warning and indicator.. Page Index Power Windows Page Index
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